Job Title: HMR Fishing Survey Worker I, II  
Job ID: 27268  
Project Name: DLNR-Aquatic Resources  
Full/Part Time: Part-Time  
Regular/Temporary: Regular  
Closing Date: 06/21/2007

Job Summary

Regular, Part-Time (50% FTE), RCUH, Non-Civil Service position with the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), Division of Aquatic Resources (DAR), State of Hawaii, located on the west side of the Island of Hawaii. Continuation of employment is dependent upon program/operational needs, satisfactory work performance, and availability of funds.

Minimum Hourly Rate: $8.873.00. (@ 50% FTE).

Duties:
- Counts fishers by gear type, and conducts field interviews to assess their catch, catch per unit effort (CPUE) and overall participation rates (amount of fishing activity taking place) per hour and per survey location; enters survey data into computer.
- This is a progression job allowing for an entry Level I, and subsequent promotional opportunity to Level II.
- Progression is dependent upon demonstrated abilities and competence, satisfactory work performance, and operational needs.

Minimum Qualifications:
Education:
- High School Diploma or General Educational Development (GED).

Experience:
- Level I = Salt water or sport fishing experience in Hawaii.
- Level II = One to three (1-3) years of experience at Level I with demonstrated competence, satisfactory performance, and operational needs.

Abil/Know/Skills:
- Sufficient knowledge of Hawaiian fish species, fishing modes, gears, and methods.
- Possess knowledge of complex survey design and implementation.
- Ability to identify Hawaiian fish species using common, Hawaiian, and scientific names (binomial nomenclature).
- Ability to quantitatively measure weights and lengths of fishes in the correct, scientifically reproducible manner.
- Basic computer skills.
- Ability to use Microsoft Excel, Word, and Internet Explorer. Ability to use email and phone as a primary means of communication with co-workers and superiors.
- Knowledge of basic math.
Ability to collect and maintain data records.

Physical/Medical Requirements:
- This position requires physical stamina and agility to access fishers which may involve walking and climbing along rocky coastal areas, exposure to changing weather conditions (i.e. sun, wind, rain, and temperatures ranging between sixty to ninety (60-90) degrees Fahrenheit).

Desirable Qualifications:
- College coursework from an accredited college or university in biology and fisheries.
- Localized knowledge of recreational boat and/or shoreline fishery as a participant, captain or boat owner.
- Familiarity with the metric system.

Inquiries:
Jeff Muir 587-0093 Hawaii).

Application Requirements:
The preferred method of applying for a job is through our on-line application process. Please go to www.rcuh.com, click on Employment and navigate to Job Announcements/Apply for a Job. However, if you do not have access to the Internet, you may apply by submitting resume; cover letter including Recruitment ID#, referral source, narrative of your qualifications for position and salary history; names, phone numbers and addresses of three supervisory references and copy of degree(s)/transcripts/certificate(s) to qualify for position by fax (808) 956-5022 or mail to Director of Human Resources, Research Corporation of the University of Hawaii, 2530 Dole Street, Sakamaki Hall D-100, Honolulu, HI 96822 before the closing date.
EEO/AA Employer.